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SUMMARY
Dell Technologies is a Fortune 1000 technology
and digital transformation company.
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CHALLENGE
Creating new advantages to
differentiate in key product market
areas with key customers.
Dell is a diverse company with leading
technology products and solutions, serving
customers in more than 100 countries, in an
industry where there are direct competitors
across different product categories.
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There was a recognised need to begin not just
protecting investments made in key customers
within particular markets, but also to discover
new advantages with customers to create
enhanced value together.

SOLUTION
Review the value chain, discover
new opportunities and enable the core
customer team.
Using our Customer Ripple System we evaluated
how value was delivered to their customers, in
particular key European customers. Our strategy
focussed on reshaped messaging and delivered
strategy and skills training to the core customer
team.
We achieved this by:
• Evaluating the value chain for product/service
creation and delivery for specific solutions.
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• Developing a more efficient process that also
reduced costs, while adding a new service
opportunity to be sold as a 2-3 year recurring
revenue.
• Identifying the core skills and behaviours
needed by teams to enhance their ability to
engage at a higher level with key customers.
• Providing specific resources, tools and
coaching of teams and leaders to drive results
aligned with the corporate customer strategy.

RESULTS
Created a new value creation
service solution for a key
customer portfolio worth
€22 million.
Using our Customer Ripple System we helped
the Dell Technologies Europe teams:
• Create a reflection model to eliminate bias in
customer decision making.
• Position a service solution worth an expected
€22 million from a select customer portfolio.
• Build a framework for executing customer
planning that would generate €350k more
revenue over 3 years.
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